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Datasets 

bkg dataset σLO (pb) #events Leq (fb-1) 

Z+jets 3.70x103 ~1M ~3x10-1 

TT+jets 3.17x102 ~940k ~2.5 

VQQ+jets 2.89x102 ~300k ~1.1 

WZincl 3.24x101 ~240k ~7.4 

ZZincl 7.10 ~200k ~1.9x101 

signal dataset σNLO (pb) #events Leq (fb-1) 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=130GeV/c2 4.23x10-3 ~38k ~9.0x103 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=150GeV/c2 7.71x10-3 ~24k ~3.1x103 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=180GeV/c2 4.23x10-3 ~36k ~ 8.6x103 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=200GeV/c2 1.66x10-2 ~36k ~2.2x103 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=300GeV/c2 1.01x10-2 ~73k ~7.2x103 

"   note: xSec from Guillelmo (thanks) 

• Z+jets 
  - PYTHIA6 ZmumuJetPt [10pT bin] 
  - MADGRAPH Zjets 
• Zbb 
  - MADGRAPH VQQ 
• ttbar 
  - MADGRAPH TTjets 
• VV 
  - PYTHIA6 ZZincl 
  - PYTHIA6 WZincl 
  - MADGRAPH VVJets 

bkg samples (official) 

signal samples 
• VBF+ggF[PYTHIA6] 
130,140,150, 
180,200, 
300,500,800 GeV/c2 
• VBF [PYTHIA6] 
130,150, 
180,200, 
500 GeV/c2 

MC samples 
• processed in CMSSW_2_2_x 
• generated @√s=10TeV w/o any pile-up 
• fully simulated w/ IDEAL geometry 

• official datasets ≡ Summer08redigi 
• private datasets same sequences as official one 
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< Njet> ~ 10 

jets selection from kinematics 

known the right combination through the jet-parton matching 
now, it is possible to 
"   x-check the kinematics selection efficiency 
"   exploit the kinematics and choose the tag-jets pair 
    applying a multivariate method 

[naturally takes into account correlations between variables] 

boosted decision trees [BDT] 
•  algorithm based on binary tree structured classifier, 

where the event classification is done 
through a (weighted) majority vote of n trees 

  must be trained to distinguish 
  between two different categories: 

  signal-like events: 
  all matched jets [ET ≥10GeV (or ET ≥20GeV )] 
  to partons w/in ΔR≤0.5 

  background-like events [combinatorial]: 
  random choice between 2 jets w/ET≥10GeV  (or ET ≥20GeV ) 
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MVA selection 
the BDT output is used to selected 
the “best” tag-jets pair: 
"   no cuts are applied 

"  no events are lost ;) 
"   from the list of all available couple the one w/ 
    the highest BDT output is chosen the BDT output is like 

a complex kinematics variable 
which characterizes the process 
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..but, how much are we confident w/ these efficiency distributions 

“the uncertainty on the kinematic afflicts the BDT output and its efficiency” 
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BDT output systematic 

How much does our knowledge of the physical objects 
influence the BDT response? 

in particular the background’s one 

let’s try to take into account 
the uncertainty on the jet pT 

"   parametrize it by a scale factor 

"   apply it to all the jets 
   belonging to the same events 
"   apply the BDT to this new set of kinematics variables 
"   do it a sufficient number of times [statistical speaking]: 1000 
"   get the mean efficiency w/ a good estimation of its dispersion 

€ 

pT '= pT ⋅ 1+ 0.05 ⋅ x( )
where 
• x follows a gaussian distribution 
• 5% represents a conservative 
 uncertainty estimation of the jet energy 
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forward jets specific energy corrections 

the tag-jets kinematic information is tricky: 
•  detector: 

•  tracker does not cover such pseudo-rapidity region 
•  forward calorimeter has not fine granularity 
"   worse angular and energy resolution 

•  physics: 
•  initial state radiation [ISR] 
  and final state one [FSR] 
  make energy loss unavoidable 

•  analysis: 
•  the ΔR-matching algorithm 
  seems to be 
  not completely sufficient 
•  the provided jet energy corrections 
  generally do not perform 
  as well as in the central region 

thanks to Tommaso and Pietro 

the matched jets 
appear to be more central 
[w.r.t. the original parton] 



2.5 ≤ |η| ≤ 3. 

forward jets specific energy corrections 

the tag-jets kinematic information is tricky: 
•  detector: 

•  tracker does not cover such pseudo-rapidity region 
•  forward calorimeter has not fine granularity 
"   worse angular and energy resolution 

•  physics: 
•  initial state radiation [ISR] 
  and final state one [FSR] 
  make energy loss unavoidable 

•  analysis: 
•  the ΔR-matching algorithm 
  seems to be 
  not completely sufficient 
•  the provided jet energy corrections 
  generally do not perform 
  as well as in the central region 

"   try to infer an ad hoc correction to get 
•  a better jet pT measurement 
•  a better kinematic description of the tag-system  

3. ≤ |η| ≤ 4. |η| ≤ 2.5 

parton pT (GeV/c2) 4. ≤ |η| ≤ 5. 

parton pT (GeV/c2) 
7	
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forward jets specific energy corrections 

  

€ 

D :=  p parton −
 p matched jet −

 p parton −
 p 'matched jet

"   merging: 
    taking into account additional jet(s) around the matched one 
    and combining [opportunely] it (them) w/ the original one 
    [using uncorrected information  
     and then apply the standard corrections to the final jet] 

build a variable 
which describes the goodness of the jet choice 
[sensitive to the p resolution] 

ηmatched-jet 

D
 



forward jets specific energy corrections 

it is necessary to find a recipe 
to select only the jet(s) which are really useful 
from the list of “extra-jets” 

look @ the D distribution 
as function of variables 
describing 
•  the original jet 
•  the extra-jet 
•  the merged jet 

D
 

ΔRjj 
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uncorrected ETmatched-jet (GeV) 

ΔRjj≤1. 

uncor ETclosest-jet 
(GeV) 

D
 

i.e. 
•  original jet w/ 
  uncor pT < 100.GeV/c 
•  extra-jet w/ 

•  ΔR < 1. 
•  uncor pT < 25. GeV/c 



specific energy corrections: result 

~5% of improvement 

mjj-mqq (GeV/c2) 

both merge-jets 

original jets 
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conclusions &short-term plans 
"   stage∅ := Zµµ&&3jets pre-selection 
"    stage1 := stage∅ + forward jets selection [BDT] 
"    stage2 := stage1 + exploit kinematics to select hadronic Z 

"   cut based 
"   likelihood 
"   MVA 

"    stage3 := stage2 + b-tagging 
"   evaluate sensitivity to 
   the Higgs boson as f(mH) 

"   set limits on 200pb-1 data 

expected events in L=1fb-1 

dataset stage∅ stage1 stage2 

Z (→l+l-) +jets ~2.1x105 445.26 

TT+jets ~1..2x104 53.97 

VQQ (V→ll) +jets ~2.7x104 588.08 

WZ(Z (Z→l+l-) incl ~5.5x102 7.85 

ZZincl ~3.6x102 4.07 

all background ~2.5x105 1097 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=150GeV/c2 ~3.9 0.79 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=300GeV/c2 ~6.4 

H (→ZZ→µµqq) mH=500GeV/c2 ~2.2 
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BACKUP 
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analysis workflow 
bkg samples 

• Z+jets 
• Zbb 

• ttbar 
• VV 

signal samples 
• VBF+ggF 

(130),140,150, 
(180),(200), 

300,(500),(800) 
• VBF 

130,150, 
180,200, 

500 

ntpling&& 
pre-selection 

• 2µ w/ opposite charge 
• leptonic Z cuts 

• ≥3 jets w/pT ≥10GeV/c 

stage∅ 
• table w/ #events/fb-1 

• standard set of plots 
(mµµ,Njet,…) 

define 
cuts on jets 

define cuts 
for tag-jet 

• study mjj,Δη,η1,2,ET 
• study matching 

• optimize cuts w.r.t. 
 quality factor S/√B 

define 
b-tagger 

define 
set of discriminating 

kinematic 
variables 

apply b-tagging 

BDT 
• training 
• testing 

• prediction 
fit BDToutput&& 

• extract Higgs xSection @10fb-1 

• set limits on 200pb-1 data 

stage2 
• signal samples [S2S] 

• control sample w/∅tags [S2C] 

stage1 
• table w/ #events/fb-1 

• standard set of plots 
(mµµ,Njet,…) 

stage3 
• BDT output for S2S and S2C 
 expected for 1fb-1 for each 

mH hypothesis 
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pre-selection: leptonic Z (→µ+µ-) 
"   @ 0-order ask for at least 2 muons w/ 

•  promptTightGlobalMuon ⇒ |η|< 2.5 
•  pT ≥ 15 (10) GeV/c 
•  q1⋅ q2 < 0 
•  mµµ> 12.GeV/c2

 

1fb-1 

mµµ (GeV/c2) mµµ (GeV/c2) mµµ (GeV/c2) 

1fb-1 1fb-1 1fb-1 

mH=150GeV/c2 mH=500GeV/c2 mH=300GeV/c2 
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pre-selection: N jets 

 frazione con 
ΔR < 0.5: 23% 

• the Z bosons can be particularly boosted [@high Higgs mass] 
"   their decay products could be not properly separated 
    [opening angle smaller than clustering jet radius (R=0.5 )] 
• the tag-jets are not always well reconstructed 

• jets are more energetic in signal process than in backgrounds 
  but, start w/ loose cut to search for tag-jets w/ maximum acceptance 
"   ET threshold is set to the low value of10 GeV [on corrected jet energies] 

"   @0-order ask for at least 
N ≥ 3 IC5CaloJet w/ 
•  pT ≥ 10 GeV/c 
•  pass loose fEM request 

Njets ≥ 3 
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TIGHT 
•  jets w/ pT

raw > 25 GeV/c  
  – fHPD < 0.95 
• “BE”jets [1.0 < |η| < 1.75] 
  – fEM < 1. for jets w/ pT > 80 GeV/c 
• “HE”jets [1.75 < |η| < 2.55] 
  – fEM < 1. for jets w/ pT > 80 GeV/c 
• “EF”jets [2.25 < |η| < 3.25] 
  – fEM > -0.3 for jets w/ pT < 50 GeV/c 
  – fEM > -0.3 for jets w/ 50 < pT < 80 GeV/c 
  – fEM > -0.1&&fEM < 1 for jets w/ 80 < pT < 340 GeV/c 
  – fEM > -0.1&&fEM < 0.95 for jets w/ pT > 340 GeV/c 
• forforward jets [|η| > 3.25] 
  – fEM > -0.3&& fEM < 0.9 for jets w/ pT < 50 GeV/c 
  – fEM > -0.2&& fEM < 0.8 for jets w/ 50 < pT < 130 GeV/c 
  – fEM > -0.1&&fEM < 0.7 for jets w/ pT > 130 GeV/c 

jet identification [jet-ID] 

LOOSE 
•  all jets: 
  – fHPD < 0.98 
   – N90hits ≥ 2 
• non-forward jets [|η| < 2.55] 
   – fEM > 0.01 
• forward jets [|η| > 2.55] 
   – fEM > -0.9 
   – fEM < 1. for jets w/ pT > 80 GeV/c 

a jet w/ > 90% of its energy 
from a single channel 

is rejected 

CMS AN2009/087 

there are several sources of fake unphysical energy 
that might arise in the CMS calorimeters like 
•  malfunction of the detector electronics [occasional] 
•  noise 
•  hot cells 
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kinematics variables 
comparison between the correct combination and random ones 

signal-like 
[mH=150GeV/c2] 

combinatorial-like 

|ηmax
 | Δηjj 

pT1 pT2 

η1xη2 

pz1xpz2 

Σηj ΔpT ΣpT 
mjj 

(pj1+pj2)T 

T⋅Zµµ	
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training study 
#var variables integral 

1 

ηhighest 68.99 

Δη 82.16 

pz1*pz2 88.27 

mjj 92.09 

2	
 Δη, mjj, 	
 93.23 

3 Δη, mjj 	


ηhighest	
 93,12 

η1*η2 93.20 

pz1*pz2 93.24 

pT
tag 93,36 

ΣpT 93.48 

7 ηhighΔη 
mjj 

η1*η2,pT1, pT2, pT
tag

 96.57 

pz1*pz2, pT1, pT2, pTt
tag

 96.58 

pz1*pz2, pT1, pT2, ΣpT 96.73 

pz1*pz2, Ση, ΔpT, ΣpT 93.71 

pz1*pz2, Ση, ΔpT, ΔηZ,tag 94.67 

pz1*pz2, Ση, ΔpT, Z⋅tag	
 94.07 

8 
ηhighΔη mjj,
 pz1*pz2, pT1,

 pT2, pT
tag 

ΔηZ,tag 96.97 

Z⋅tag 97.07 

Ση	
 96.48 

9 

ηhigh
Δη 
mjj, 
pT

tag 

Ση, ΔpT, ΣpT ΔηZtag Z⋅tag 94.93 

pz1*pz2, pT1, pT2, Ση, Z⋅tag 97.02 

pz1*pz2, pT1, pT2, Ση, ΣpT, 96.57 

13 all 97.12 

integral of the Background rejection VS Signal efficiency curves 


